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The phrase, “Smile, you’re on Candid

Camera!” won’t mean much to many

Millennials.

Their unfamiliarity with the iconic

comedy show of the 1960s is both under-

standable and ironic. Understandable

because, let’s face it, that’s ancient history

to them. Ironic because if anyone could

relate to the notion of being caught doing

something unexpected on a hidden

camera, it would be the selfie-obsessed

generation snapping at the heels of

Gen-Xers and Baby Boomers.

Cameras are now so common in our 

technology-enabled lives that, quite

frankly, it’s a relief to find a place where

one’s private actions cannot be recorded

and later viewed by strangers.

These days it makes sense to presume

that your activities are always under

scrutiny. We live in a world that not only

monitors our behaviour, it demands

accountability for our every misdeed. 

With cell phones always within reach 

and YouTube just a click away, conse-

quences can be swift and unforgiving.

In recent weeks, two separate news

reports have crossed my desk about

technicians who hadn’t yet learned this

lesson. They were caught behaving badly

while test driving customer vehicles.

In one case, a couple of dealership

technicians west of Toronto took a

Mercedes-Benz S-63 AMG through the 

local Wendy’s drive-through for ice

cream. In the other, a couple of Fountain

Tire technicians in Winnipeg were

caught speeding on local roads.

They were caught by dashcams that 

they had failed to notice or take into

consideration. And, in both cases, the 

captured audio only made things worse

for them. Their disparaging remarks

about the customers’ culture and status

suggested a maliciousness that can’t be

overlooked.

Their employers went public with

their apologies. In Winnipeg, the two 

technicians were promptly fired. In

Mississauga, the Mercedes-Benz deal-

ership assured the public that “appro-

priate action” had been taken.

Still, one wonders if the incidents

could have been avoided in the first

place with a few timely reminders from

management about the dangers of

actions and attitudes that are out of

step with the culture.

Our world is rapidly changing. Private

prejudices are all-too-easily made public.

In business, missteps can spell disaster.

Witness how swiftly Starbucks reacted

to perceived racial insensitivity last

month. Thousands of stores were

shutteredforanafternoonwhilecompany

leaders addressed the situation.

Sensitivity training might seem like

an overreaction meant to pacify

runaway political correctness, but it is 

sometimes necessary, and it can be very

useful. In a public-facing business such

as ours, we all need to be aware of how 

easy it is to offend, why some jokes are 

no longer funny, and why prankish

behaviour is a modern-day minefield.

I’d recommend a few roundtable

meetings where social taboos are

discussed. Your employees need to

understand the boundaries of accept-

able behaviour. If they don’t, they’re

putting your corporate reputation at 

risk.

Cell phone cameras, vigilant social

justice warriors, and evolving social

expectations are a fact of modern life. 

And it’s not so easy to smile when you 

run afoul of them and get caught in the 

glare of a candid camera. 

Agree or disagree? I’d like to hear your
thoughts. Send me a note at
allan@newcom.ca.
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Technicians acting badly
Your attitudes and actions are being  
watched like never before.

By Allan Janssen
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Communicate well…  
and document everything
Thank you for your editorial, “Do I 
Really Need This?” (March 2018) about

shops that get caught mistreating

consumers. Often the client really is a

victim and reporters do a good job of 

reporting the news. But sometimes it’s 

the shop that is the victim.

I once had a client who fully autho-

rized the work, signed the work orders,

gave a budget, and texted back and

forth with permissions and updates. 

But when he was unhappy with the job,

he erased all the messages that made 

him look bad and called a news crew, 

making me out to be a bandit. The news

crew stormed in with cameras and

microphones ready to nail me, months

afterward. Luckily I had kept an

awesome paper trail, with a record of 

all the texts and pics. I told them the 

real story was that of a dishonest

customer.

We need to be on our guard. Be

careful about what you say, write every-

thing down, and keep it handy.

Rick McMullen
Ricky Ratchets
London, Ont.

Advisors seemed to have 
been very poorly trained
I watched the CBC Marketplace episode

about selling unnecessary work, and I 

feel the dealership’s staff failed to

educate customers properly about

vehicle maintenance. They pushed

services for all the wrong reasons and 

clearly did not understand what they 

were selling. This is where the problems

started.

If the manufacturer recommends

service at certain intervals, we would 

not be doing our jobs by not recom-

mending that work be done. Educating

people takes time but it will create

loyal customers. They can even become

ambassadors for your business. This is

a part of the sale that some shops have

dismissed or forgotten and it is the

most important part by far.

Bob Ward
The Auto Guys
St. Thomas, Ont.

Scare tactics and 
unnecessary work  
are unacceptable
Unfortunately,

our profession has

a great problem

with public trust. 

We’ve all heard

the horror stories

about crooked

shops scamming

car owners with

scare tactics and

work that is

unnecessary.

The attached photo shows the rear

brakes on a 2015 Chrysler with 19,000

km on it. The vehicle was at the dealer

for recall work and the tech insisted

it had to have rear brakes done at

once. This client brought it to us, a

small family shop that has been

around for 60 years, to verify that

advice.

As you can see, no brakes were

needed. In fact, I think trying to sell

brakes in this case borders on fraud.

Our field will never improve its repu-

tation until the crooked players are

removed!

Wayne Quigg
Art Quigg’s Service
London, Ont.

www.autoserviceworld.com

LETTERS

What’s on your mind?
We want to hear from you about
anything you read in CARS magazine.
Send your email to allan@newcom.ca

It didn’t take Clyde Doucette of New Tech Automotive Service in Beeton, 
Ont. very long to find the slow leak in a client’s tire recently. What looked 
look a glue stain was, in fact, spray foam and liquid stop leak, applied 
in an effort to plug a hole. “Spray foam has many uses,” Clyde told the 
customer, “but fixing tires is not one of them!”
Have an interesting picture to share? Send a high-resolution image to
allan@newcom.ca

Slow leak, you say?
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Mazda’s top technician says win, lose 

or draw, the thrill of competition sure 

beats the routine of daily work in the 

bay.

Brian Easthope won the top spot at 

the company’s annual MazTech Service

Skills Competition in Canada,

outscoring nine other technicians from

across the country.

“Working in this trade on a daily

basis, the bulk of what you do is fairly 

thankless,” he says. “Something like this

is a breath of fresh air. You get a chance

to excel and shine, and everyone sees 

you at your best.”

Despite the stress of racing the clock

to repair a bugged vehicle under the 

scrutiny of friends, family, and

coworkers, Easthope says the compe-

tition offers its own reward: the chance

to realize your potential as a

technician.

“It makes you feel really special,” he 

says. “A lot of guys search for that

feeling in this trade. They don’t want 

to just turn wrenches all day. They want

to show that they can do more than

just oil changes and brake jobs.”

He was joined on the podium by

Dany St-Pierre of Quebec’s Mazda de 

Sherbrooke (second place) and Adam 

Bochek of Ontario’s Mazda of Hamilton

(third place).

Rounding out this year’s list of

competitors were: David Deweerd of 

London City Mazda in Ontario; Glenn 

Bonderud of West Coast Mazda in Pitt 

Meadows, B.C.; Ricardo Gregorio of

Wolfe’s Langley Mazda in British

Columbia; Jason Versteeg of Kieswetter

Mazda in Kitchener, Ont.; Perry Phuong

of Westowne Mazda in Etobicoke, Ont.;

Christian Maheux of Sittelle Mazda in 

Saint-George, Que.; and Cristopher

Puckering of Western Mazda in Corner

Brook, Nfld.

They competed to find and resolve 

seven customer complaints and three

hidden faults on a 2018 Mazda CX-3.

Easthope entered the trade as an

apprentice in 2009 and was licensed in 

2013. He says nearly a decade of

working at the dealership has made

him pretty comfortable on Mazdas.

And, like many technicians, he enjoys 

the challenge of trouble-shooting.

“Problems that are difficult to solve 

are what I look for,” he says. “When

something unusual comes in the bay, 

all of us will stick our head in and take 

a look, no matter who’s stall it’s in. We 

kind of work together on it.”

It is in keeping with his personal

philosophy of continuous learning.

“I’ve always had the attitude that I’m

not done learning until the day I die,” 

he says. “When I started growing with 

Mazda, I just wanted to learn more and

more and more.”

This year’s competitors all went

home with a Google Home device, and 

an oscilloscope module for their

computers.

The top three finishers also earned 

a cash prize. And Easthope gets the

opportunity to represent Canada at

Mazda’s International MazTech compe-

tition in Japan next spring.

He’ll work as a team with last year’s

winner, Marcin Malocha of Westowne 

Mazda in Toronto, at the world event

held every two years at Mazda’s inter-

national headquarters.

The 2017 Canadian team consisted 

of Yannick Nadon of Elite Mazda in

Gatineau, Que., and Reynold Bergen of

Gerry Gordon’s Mazda in Winnipeg,

Man. They’ll proudly tell you that they 

ended up in fourth spot – although

they’ll have to add that only the top

three finishers are announced, and

every other team is tied for fourth.

www.autoserviceworld.com

NEWS

Calgary Tech is Mazda Canada’s top gun
Brian Easthope of Stoney 
Trail Mazda is this year’s 
winner of the Canadian 
MazTech Service Skills 
Competition in Toronto.

By Allan Janssen

Brian Easthope (left), winner of this year’s Canadian MazTech Service Skills Competition,
will join last year’s winner, Marcin Malocha, to represent Canada at the International
MazTech competition in Japan next spring.
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Rather than constantly clash with

carmakers, aftermarket repair shops 

should band together and become their

largest customers for service

information.

That was just one of several sugges-

tions about the ongoing “right to

repair” battle in Canada made at the 

Automotive Industries Association of

Canada’s most recent Knowledge

Exchange event.

The Ontario conference, which drew

scores of jobbers, shop owners, and

parts manufacturers, featured a series 

of speakers who stressed the impor-

tance of taking the Canadian

Automotive Service Information

Standard (CASIS) to the next level.

Perhaps the most provocative idea

came from Quebec diagnostician and

entrepreneur Michel Julien, principal at

Team Xtreme Tech, who suggested the

aftermarket is well positioned to make

in-roads in vehicle reprogramming if it

would just take advantage of its size.

“The revenue from selling repair in 

the aftermarket is $21 billion a year.

Dealership revenue from the sale of

repair and service is $5 billion. If you 

take out the warranty work, it is actually

closer to $4 billion a year,” he said. “Just

by the numbers alone, we have five

times more leverage, five times more 

buying power with the OEMs than their

own dealerships.”

He said banner programs and buying

groups that purchased large repro-

gramming bundles for a discount

would have a market advantage and

the cash-flow to offer technical support.

“We already get a discount on OEM

parts. Update files are OEM parts as well.

It makes no sense to have to fight to buy

Boost
Your Shop
Profits

The Only Shop
software with

Multiple Document
Interface

Your complete
Shop Management

Software

True E-Commerce!

Call us for a free trial 
version at  

1-800-268-4044

www.vlcom.com

Right to Repair takes centre
stage at AIA event

Andrew King of DesRosiers Automotive Consultants gave a preview of AIA Canada’s
upcoming Outlook Study.

AIA launches a “movement of sorts” to expand the 
understanding and implementation of the Canadian 
Automotive Service Information Standard.

Michel Julien, principal at Team Xtreme
Tech, has worked for 26 years as an
automotive technician, owning his own
shop for 10 years and specializing in
diagnostics, electronics and automotive
updating.



these parts if we could be the OEMs’ biggest customers,” he said.

“We could drive this market. We want to maintain vehicles as

they should be maintained. That’s our job. And if we want to do

it properly, we are going to have to take it more seriously.”

He called for an industry-wide I.T. solution – mirroring

what the OEMs have in place for their own technicians.

“This is the direction I think we need to go,” he said. “The 

turning point is right now. We can’t wait any longer.”

AIA vice president France Daviault said it’s no accident

this year’s conference focused on the issue of service infor-

mation, security data, and telematics.

“There really is no time to waste in mobilizing as an

industry,” she said. “By the end of the day you’ll hopefully feel 

an intensifying energy, a movement of sorts, where we are 

all paying attention to what’s going on – the threats and the 

opportunities that lay ahead.”

She pointed out that while the CASIS voluntary agreement

was seen as a win for the aftermarket when it was signed in 

2009, too few repair shops have really taken advantage of the

opportunities it represents.

In fact, a survey conducted by AIA revealed that 59% of

shops do not visit the CASIS or OEM websites for service

information, and when asked if they reflash or reprogram

vehicles in-house, 52% of respondents said they do not.

“Let that sink in,” she said. “The respondents indicated that

their solution is to have vehicles serviced at a dealership on

behalf of their clients.”

Some of the objections shops have to the current system for

accessing service information are the cost of web access, the

cost of scan tools, the cost of technician training, and the risk

of getting hung up in difficult repairs without adequate support.

Daviault said the industry needs to:

1) create a process to track gaps in information, and establish

a central point for reporting gaps and getting resolutions;

2) establish a method for techs to get real time trouble-

shooting advice from other techs; and

3) mobilize so that everyone is on the same page as it relates

to needs and challenges.

“The CASIS agreement can no longer be just a piece of

paper,” she said. “We need to ensure that it gets implemented

in the work of everyday technicians.”

May  2018   11www.autoserviceworld.com
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A panel of automotive service providers offered a view on what
keeps them up at night. From left, Ben Lalonde, Josie Candito,
Mike Adema, Emily Chung, and Rudy Graf.
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Fountain Tire launches
new marketing efforts
Edmonton-based Fountain Tire is

refreshing its brand with a new slogan 

– “We’re on this road together” – that 

speaks to its commitment to partner-

ships with customers, suppliers,

owners, and employees.

General manager for marketing

Kristi Dubeau said the new tagline was

developed after much deliberation and

research into the 60-year-old company’s

history, values and purpose.

“What surfaced during our brand

strategy work was a recurring theme 

of strong partnerships,” she said.

That is exemplified in the company’s

unique manager model, she added. The

majority of Fountain Tire managers

own equity in their stores, allowing

each manager to make decisions based

on what’s right in their communities.

“This marks a new chapter in our

business with a re-energized focus on 

the customer,” Dubeau said.

Fountain Tire has 159 locations from

Ontario to British Columbia.

Barton Auto Parts
celebrates 65th year

Barton Auto

Parts high-

lighted its four

generations of

progre ssive

leadership at

its annual

trade show last month.

President Stephen Krieger called the

last 65 years an “incredible journey”

for his company, which has four

locations in the Hamilton, Ont. area, 

all under the NAPA banner.

“We’ve always had a mission,” he says.

“We’re the company built on service!”

He said his son, Zak Krieger, currently

director of business operations, is

playing an increasing role in moving 

the company forward.

“Zak has molded and reshaped the 

structure and operations of the

business for the next generation,” said 

Stephen Krieger. “He has put new

systems and processes in place. He has

taken all the NAPA best business

practices and carried them into BAP.”

AIA releases Canadian
labour market study

T h e A u t o m o t i v e

Industries Association of 

Canada has published a

first-of-its-kind labour

market report focusing

on trends and issues in

the aftermarket. The report paints a

picture of the Canadian workforce,

looking at gender divisions within the 

industry, difficulty in filling positions, 

education levels, and training trends.

It can be downloaded at AIA Canada’s

website.

www.autoserviceworld.com
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www.autopartsdepot.ca

EUROMAX brake pads are formulated for
import vehicles with outstanding
durability and great performance.
ECE R90 European Standards Approved
Formulations for Audi, BMW, Jaguar, SAAB,
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Range Rover, Volkswagen and Volvo.
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• Positive Mold Manufacturing Technology

• No Break-In Required

• Low Dust for Cleaner Wheels

• Chamfers Allow for Smooth Bedding In to Eliminate Vibration

• Excellent Stopping and Braking Performance Level

• Noise Free Meets AAA Noise Index

• Wire Sensors and Clips  
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By the NUMBERS
Stats that put the North American automotive aftermarket into perspective.

The predicted 
value of the 

North American “sharing economy” for things 
like accommodation, financial services, and 
transportation (car sharing) by 2025. That’s up from 
just $15 billion in 2013.
Price Waterhouse-Cooper Economic Modeling

$335 BILLION

According to 
forecasts, oil and 
gas will constitute 

about half of the global energy 
demand by 2040. Renewables like 
wind and solar will make up 14% of 
the demand, up from today's 4%.
BP Energy Outlook, February 2018

50%Share of aftermarket 
repair shops that 
are equipped to do 

reprogramming with a J2534 device or OEM scan 
tool, downloading software from the Internet to 
the vehicle. Of the ones that do, only 40% can 
reflash more than three vehicle brands.
Michel Julien, AIA Knowledge Exchange Series, March 2018

< 10%

Respondents to 
a national poll of 
aftermarket repair 

shops who said they do not visit OE 
manufacturer sites for service and 
repair information.
AIA survey of 1000 Canadian shops

59% Respondents to 
a national poll of 
aftermarket repair 

shops who said they do not reflash 
or reprogram vehicles in-house.
AIA survey of 1000 Canadian shops

52%

Average number of kilometers on the odometer when a vehicle is scrapped in 
Canada. Back in 1985, that number was closer to 165,000 kilometers – a direct 
result of vehicle quality improvements.
Andrew King, DesRosiers Automotive Consultants, AIA Knowledge Exchange Series, March 2018

Average off-
lease age of 

a used vehicle in 2017, down from 
5.0 years in recent years. The trend 
of newer off-lease vehicles has been 
pushing used-car prices up.
Lang Aftermarket iReport

Projected cost, over 
five years, of owning 

a 2018 Hyundai Accent, based on factors 
like depreciation, expected fuel costs, 
financing, insurance fees, maintenance, 
repair costs, and government fees. It was 
the lowest cost in the compact category. Hyundai’s Sonata won in the mid-size 
category. Acura won in the luxury category.
Kelley Blue Book Five-Year Cost-to-Own Awards

$3,002

The record-
breaking 
retained value 
of a 2014 Jeep Wrangler, winner in 
Canadian Black Book’s small pick-up 
category.
Canadian Black Book Best Retailed Value Award

91%

Time it takes for 
a new employee 
to reach full 
productivity.
Lang & Associates iAudio

2 8 3 1 3 4

4.5YEARS

2YEARS
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Most aspiring shop owners start out

their careers as service technicians.

After a few years, when a spot opens

up, they make the move to the service 

desk. And once they’ve gotten comfort-

able dealing with customers and

figuring out how the business works, 

they purchase the business.

I’m going in the other direction. After

five years as the owner of a four-bay

shop, I’m transitioning back into the 

bays to resume a career of full-time

wrenching.

I purchased the shop at the age of

28, after having been a tech for 10 years.

As the new owner, I was suddenly faced

with unfamiliar responsibilities and 

challenges. As much as I wanted to stay

on the bench to do diagnostic work, I 

was the only service advisor on the

desk, and there were business decisions

that needed my full attention. I wasn’t 

ready to hang up my coveralls and take

my toolbox home, but my new role

simply made it impossible for me to be

in the bay, working at automotive

repair.

Five years later, the business has

grown to the point where we have two 

service advisors, and three technicians,

with the need for a fourth. And I’ve

decided that the fourth tech will be me.

I was excited to be going back in the 

shop where I could utilize my skills as 

a certified technician. I’m convinced 

that leaving the sales and administra-

tion to strong people on the counter

was the best move that I’ve ever made 

in my business.

That’s not to say the transition has 

been easy. Being behind the scenes,

away from my customers is tough. It’s 

hard not to micro-manage the counter,

and it’s weird not to answer every call 

myself. After years of being the face of 

the business, getting to know every

customer that walked through the door,

I’m letting others take the lead. In a

way, we have to train our customers all

over again.

I don’t want them to think I’m aban-

doning them so I try to make myself

seen whenever I can. And I still offer 

the personal touch to those who want 

to deal only with me. But largely, I let 

my service team handle the customer 

experience and the workflow.

I may look over quotations or

invoices at the end of the day. But I have

great confidence in the systems and

procedures we’ve put in place. The

business is operating better than ever, 

without me getting in the way. Quite

frankly, it is good that my “emotional 

bank account” has been taken out of 

the equation entirely. My soft spot for 

customers is no longer hurting the

bottom line.

The transition has made my manage-

ment staff stronger. They handle the

morning open, the day-end reports, the

paper work, and the closing duties. I

used to take work and worries home 

with me, and would lose sleep over

them. But having the right people in 

place, has made a huge difference in

my life, without hurting the business.

I’m back in the bay full time, where 

I can truly be an asset to my own

company. I’m focusing on the car care 

side of things… where my skills lie. 

IT’S YOUR TURN

Got an opinion? We’ll happily give you a page to get it off your chest!  
Send your rant to allan@newcom.ca 

The best spot for me
      For some owners whose passion is auto repair, sometimes the best move 

is not out of the bay… but more deeply into it!    By Doug Hoy

Doug Hoy is the owner of
Hwy 33 Napa Autopro in
Kelowna, B.C.
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An overwhelming workload… looming

business problems… strained relation-

ships with co-workers… Do those

sound like some the problems you’re

having at work?

You’re not alone.

Canadian employees are feeling the 

strain of workplace issues, and

according to a recent survey, they’re 

losing sleep over it. New research 

shows that the nightly rest of

nearly four in 10 workers is

routinely affected by a

variety of work-related

problems.

The findings reported

by the staffing firm

Accountemps identify a

number of root causes,

most notably over-

whelming work volume

and hours, and business

problems that linger in the 

mind long after the workplace

closes. Those are the top two

worries that keep people up at

night, with 46 per cent of respon-

dents saying both pertained to them.

With the challenges facing the after-

market – such as staffing, competition,

and a future threatened by technolog-

ical change – it would come as no

surprise if those same issues tend to

affect shop owners and invested

employees at repair facilities.

Strained co-worker relationships was

the third cause of troubled sleep, cited 

by 26 per cent of respondents of the

more than 500 Canadians surveyed.

Worries over job loss followed at 18 per

cent. And the strain of dealing with a 

nightmare boss was fifth at 12 per cent.

“If work is weighing on you, schedule

time with your manager to address your

concerns,” said David King, Canadian

president of Accountemps. “Be clear

about the off-hours impact it’s having

on you and discuss where you can adjust

deadlines, bring in extra help, or share

projects to alleviate pressure.”

Shop owners should work with their

staff to ensure they’re performing at 

optimal levels.

“Well-rested employees are often more

engaged and productive,” King said.

“Providing your teams with the resources

to prioritize and collaborate effectively

will ensure they are able to keep business

goals on track – without compromising

work-life balance.”

Experts say entrepreneurs and

business owners are most susceptible to

irregular sleeping habits and sleep defi-

ciency because they carry the greatest

responsibility for a company’s success.

Sleep is especially important for

team leaders and owners who must 

set the pace and service levels for 

their employees. Lack of sleep

leads to inability to concen-

trate,  strained deci-

sion-making abilities, loss of 

emotional control, and diffi-

culty coping with change.

The negative outcomes of

sleep deprivation are unde-

niable, not only to a person’s

career but to their personal

well-being, particularly in

auto shops, where dangerous 

chemicals and equipment are

routinely used.

When you go to bed, one way to 

shut out your work problems is to

• identify the source of your anxiety,

• write the details down,

• list one or two things you can do about

it tomorrow, and then

• file that note away in a drawer.

When thoughts come back, remind 

yourself that you’ve already come up

with a plan, and you’ll deal with it in 

the morning.

It takes real discipline to file away

your work concerns, but it is crucial

not only to the health of the business 

but also to your own emotional, mental,

and physical health. 

www.autoserviceworld.com

TODAY'S H.R.

to sleep

Putting

WORK FEARS
Most people need 7 to 9 hours of sleep per night.  

If you’re not getting that, you could be doing your business a disservice!
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MANAGEMENT INSIGHTS

S
pending time on the advisory

committee of a technical college

taught me a lot about our industry.

Probably the most startling lesson was that

in an effort to fill classes, some schools

actually mislead students whose ambition

is to become shop owners.

I remember one school’s ad said: “If you’d

like to become a licensed technician and 

one day own an automotive shop, join 

our program.” The truth is they only 

offered technical training.

Becoming a shop owner requires 

very different training, and they

weren’t even offering it.

In fact, while technical training

will help you fix cars, it could actually

inhibit the successful running of a shop.

A technician mindset often leads shop

owners to think the job is worth less than

it actually is. A management mindset

focuses on a wide range of financial bench-

marks and key performance indicators

(KPIs) that measure performance and

ensure the success of the business.

Let me explain this in different terms.

I’m a big sports fan. Hockey is by far my 

favourite sport, having played as a

youngster and having coached hockey for 

11 years. As a coach, I always seemed to

get the best performance when things were

measured. I never focused simply on the 

score of a game, but on more

important facets, such as indi-

vidual performance and team

chemistry.

It was always fun to watch

the boys beat the stopwatch

in a skills competition, hit

targets on a net, or practice

their passing in a three-on-

three game. It’s amazing how

hard they would work before a big

game.

The real test, of course, came on game

day, when all the practice was over.

Coaching during a game is difficult and

SCORE
What does your score 
clock look like… and 
how often are you 
checking it?

By Richard Dansereau

Keeping

CONTINUED �
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you can only discipline and reward for

proper behaviours. But a good coach

will keep track of individual stats during

the game, holding the players account-

able to execute on what they were

trained to do. Did the players

constantly check the clock

during the game to

measure their progress?

Were they desperate to

hear their individual stats

at the end of the game?

You bet!

What about you, as a

spectator? When you watch hockey,

football, baseball, or basketball, how

often do you look at the score clock? 

You check the time left on the penalty, 

the shots on goal, the rushing yards,

what inning you’re in, or how many

minutes are left in the period. Do you

think you check it 10, 30, or even 50

times over the course of the game? Try

to keep track next time. You’ll probably

be surprised!

Why is that clock so important to

you? Because that’s the only unbiased 

assessment of the game in progress. It 

won’t lie to you about how well or

poorly your team is doing. It just

reports the state of the game and gives

an indication of the challenges your

team faces if they hope to pull off a win.

In the automotive industry, our score

clock is too often neglected. In fact,

many of the bulbs are burned out, and 

some shops don’t even bother to turn 

the clock on! Our only real

assessment comes at the

end of the year when we 

ask our accountant,

“So… how did we do?”

Until the accountant 

gives an answer, your

measurement might

consist of how full or

empty your pocket book is, 

and how much you take home

for yourself. But while the game was

on, you weren’t even looking at the

score clock!

Crazy, right?

In the sports world, the game wouldn’t

even begin until the bulbs are replaced

and the clock is proven to be in ship-

shape. That should be our attitude in

business too. It should be considered

crazy not to ‘check the score’ of your

business on a regular basis. If you want

to win the game – that is, make a

profit and have a healthy, stress-

free life – you need to know

how you’re doing.

If only our technical insti-

tutions had taught us that

when we were learning the

trade!

So what does our score clock 

look like? In the accounting world, they

use terms like gross margins, cost of

goods sold, expenses, net profit, and

retained earnings. In advanced shop

management, we look at things like

invoice count, average repair order, and

billed hours per employee.

Keeping score is the first step

to improving your business. 

Even if you feel that your

shop is a mess and that

scorekeeping is the last

thing you need to do right 

now, you’re dead wrong. It’s

the first step in getting

healthy. Doctors do tests on

their patients to understand which 

direction to go. We need to run tests

on our processes. Over time, and with 

the right coaching, you’ll see an

improvement in the numbers.

Building your own personal score

clock can start with something as

simple as writing down the things that

your staff needs to work on. Then 

track it daily, weekly, and

monthly. It's your job to ensure

that everyone understands

the team and individual goals

that ultimately have to be

accomplished.

It takes tact and understanding

to present your findings in the right

way and at the right time. This is critical

so staff members do not feel over-man-

aged or unduly scrutinized. You have to

tightly manage the numbers… not the

people. Show them how their work

contributes to the success of the business.

There are many ways to track

productivity using software and spread-

sheets. ShopPros uses a program that

takes seasonality into consideration as

it measures productivity. Email me if

you’re interested in receiving it.

Numbers are critical to understanding

the state of your business. You should

know the most important ones off the

top of your head. And if you belong to a

performance group or a “20 group,” you

should be quick to enter your numbers

into the spreadsheet you’re given. Why

wait until the night before? Speaking

from experience, you’re only hurting

yourself if you’re slow to report your

numbers or if you go to your group

meetings unprepared.

I would present my numbers and let

the coach tell me what I did wrong. Little

did I realize that if I’d been paying

attention, I could have improved my

monthly numbers instead of just

complain about them. The

coach would patiently

explain all the opportunities

I’d missed in the last month.

If you do your checks

every day, you have an

average of 30 times over the 

course of a month to correct

where things are going wrong. When

you know your numbers, you’re

prepared for the questions you’ll be

asked by your coach or colleagues.

Changes start with better behaviour.

Some of the shops that I now coach

have learned that lesson well. If one

number is out of place, they have an

explanation ready for me even before 

I start the session. Those shops enjoy 

a stress-free 20% net profit in the

$200,000 to $400,000 range per year

with 3.5 techs. Sound impossible? It is 

easier than you might think. All you

have to do is turn on your score clock 

and make a winning team! 

MANAGEMENT INSIGHTS

Richard Dansereau is
the principal at On-Track
Business Solutions Inc.
He’s also a coach with
ShopPros. You can
reach him at

richard.dansereau@shoppros.com.
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Technicians joke about the reason

toolboxes have wheels on them.

It’s so that if things get uncom-

fortable at one shop the tech can quit 

and roll that box to another shop down

the street.

What is often left unsaid, though, is 

that it’s not particularly easy. And more

to the point, it is not fair.

Alone among highly skilled workers,

automotive repair technicians must

buy thousands of dollars’ worth of tools

before their first day of work. For a

starting journeyman, it is easily equiv-

alent to a year’s pay. And the collection

of tools never seems to be complete.

Throughout a career it can easily grow 

to represent $80,000 in specialty tools. 

No doubt some technicians have

double that.

Plumbers don’t do have to make that

kind of personal investment. Electricians

don’t have to do that. Even maintenance

technicians in other disciplines – like

aviation or forklift repair – are exempt

from that requirement.

But as the shortage of skilled workers

intensifies, some progressive shop

owners are noticing the inherent

injustice of the system and are correcting

it. They’ve made the commitment of

buying all the tools for their shop,

housing them in shop-owned tool boxes,

and ensuring a steady and continued

investment in new tools. It’s costly, they

say, but not prohibitively so, and the

benefits are undeniable.

The topic of shop-owned tools and 

an end to technician-supplied tools

was a hot one at three recent confer-

ences in the United States, generating 

a lot of introspection and discussion.

It appears to be an idea whose time 

has come.

ASA Vision 2018,
Kansas City
Chris Chesney, Carquest’s senior

director of customer training and head

of the Carquest Technical Institute,

made the subject part of his keynote

address at the Vision Conference in

Kansas City this spring, organized by 

the Midwest chapter of the Automotive

Service Association.

He made a direct challenge to shop 

owners in his speech on The Future of 

the Automobile about barriers to entry

in our industry.

“You can’t expect new technicians to

spend $35,000 on tools and then pay

them $30,000 a year!” he said. “How

many here would take that deal?”

He urged shop owners to consider a 

new business model – one in which the

shop itself owns the tools and tool

boxes. It would solve a number of

problems and the investment would 

not be too onerous, he said.

In an interview with CARS magazine,

www.autoserviceworld.com
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A fledgling trend among 
the most progressive shops 
is to buy all the tools for its 
technicians, not just the big 
ticket items

By Allan Janssen

At right, Matt Fanslow, a diagnostician at Riverside Automotive in Redwing, Minn., makes
a point at the service providers panel at AAPEX 2017. Listening, from left are Carm
Capriotto of the Remarkable Results Radio podcast, Ryan Clo of Dubwerx in Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Dave Hobbs, lead technical trainer at Delphi Product & Service Solutions.

should buy the
the tools
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he elaborated on his comments.

“We’re already seeing it,” Chesney

said. “A lot of large organizations are 

making the decision to buy the tools

because to have processes that they

can control and replicate and scale,

they have to have their entire team

using the same tools, completing the 

same training, and being held to the

same standards.”

He said some new facilities have tool

boxes built right into the walls, like a

NASCAR garage. The look is clean,

organized, and extremely professional.

“A lot of dealerships are doing that, as

well as chain and multi-shop operations.

When you walk into those buildings, as

a new tech, and you bring your tools

with you, the service manager is going

to say, ‘You can take that stuff home.

The tools you need for this job are over

there in those drawers.’ The technicians

don’t supply them, they’re just respon-

sible for keeping track of them.”

Hand tools, specialty tools, scan

tools, and service machines should all 

be equally available – whether they’re 

kept in a technician’s own individual-

ized tool box, or in a tool room that the

techs sign in and out of.

“I think it’s happening at the smaller

independents now too,” he said. “When

you think through the business model,

it makes perfect sense.”

AAPEX, Las Vegas
Podcaster Carm Capriotto, host of

Remarkable Results Radio, moderated a

service provider panel at last year’s

AutomotiveAftermarketPartsExposition

(AAPEX). The subject of shop-supplied

tools was raised by ASA vice-president

Tony Molla during the Q&A portion.

“We have a lot of barriers to entry in 

this industry,” Molla pointed out. “One 

significant barrier is the cost of the

tools. Should we be considering

radically different business models to

attract people into our industry, where

the cost of the tools is born by the shop

not the applicant?”

In a word, the panelists all said yes.

Ryan Clo, owner of Dubwerx in

Cincinnati, Ohio, called it a great idea.

“There is a whole issue of technicians

being underpaid already, and having

to do a job that is physically and

mentally demanding,” he said. “Now, 

on top of all, that they have to take on

$50,000 in debt? Yeah, that’s crazy.”

Clo said he believes shops that are 

profitable should have more than

enough in the pot to buy tools.

Dave Hobbs, lead technical trainer

at Delphi Product & Service Solutions, 

agreed.

“I am totally baffled as to how shop

owners today can belly ache about

buying a couple of factory scan tools that

are a fraction – I mean a tiny shadow – of

the price of a big box analyzer that,

whether they used it or not, they used to

have to buy for window dressing at the

very least 30 or 40 years ago.”

He suggested the cost of a 1980s-style

analyzer in 2017 money would buy five

or six top-of-the-line factory tools.

“Fair is fair,” he said. “The cost of tools

should not be borne by technicians.”

Matt Fanslow, a diagnostician at

Riverside Automotive in Redwing,

Minn., was also vocal in his agreement.

He pointed out that other industries

are poaching automotive technicians.

He suggested improved compensation

packages and tool allowances would

be a basic step to reverse that trend.

CARS 2017, Las Vegas
Texas-based management trainer Bill

Haas told attendees at the Congress of

Automotive Repair & Service last year

that shop owners need to consider ways

to beef up their compensation packages,

with special consideration to providing

tools or, at the very least, a tool allowance.

“Why aren’t we helping our people 

more?” he asked. “Why are they walking

out every week to the tool truck and

dropping $50 or $100, laying that down

to pay off a massive debt? How long is 

it going to take them to pay off their

tool bill at $100 a crack? We’re talking 

about thousands of dollars!”

He said the trend of shops supplying

a complete set of tools is growing – and

not just at dealerships.

“These are our people,” he said. “If we

want to attract good employees, and

retain them, and ensure they have a

good quality of life and are fulfilled in

their jobs, we have to treat them fairly.”

Shop owners who advocate buying all

the tools for the shop usually argue from

a fairness perspective, said Chesney. But

there’s also the matter of controlling

processes and creating revenue oppor-

tunities by making sure the shop has

what it needs to service its clients.

“Anything that’s specialty should also

be provided by the shop,” he said.

“Pullers or unique drivers or specialty

wrenches for specific applications,

things we think of as dealer tools. If

you’re working on that make or model,

you should have that tool, and the shop

should provide it.”

It boils down to who should make

the investment. More and more players

in the industry are starting to suggest

it should be the shop, rather than the 

technician.
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Chris Chesney, Carquest’s senior director
of customer training, talks about shop-
owned tools at ASA Vision this spring.

Texas-based management trainer Bill
Haas at the Congress of Automotive
Repair and Service.
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If police procedurals on television have

taught us anything, it is that small clues

can lead to big conclusions.

Certainly that’s the case when reading

the wear patterns on aging tires. The

way the rubber deteriorates or distorts

the surface of a tire can tell us a great

deal about how a car is driven, what

components may be out of alignment,

and what needs to be done to restore

balance and driveability.

The peripheral benefit is that diag-

nosing those patterns also opens a door

to educating your customer on how

proper maintenance and diagnostics

can positively impact their vehicle’s

health and longevity, as well as improve

their fuel mileage and save them money

down the road.

For example, ‘cupping’ on tire

surfaces often reveals an underlying

suspension issue. The cupping can be 

a direct result of shock and strut dete-

rioration, as the vehicle loses its ability

to absorb bumps, and causes the tires 

to bounce more aggressively on road 

surfaces. The condition might even

lead a technician to check other vehicle

components, systems, and onboard

electronics that could have been

damaged by excessive vibration.

If the cupping is severe enough, not

only should the tires be replaced, but so

should the deteriorating shocks or struts

that caused the problem in the first place.

Similarly, excessive wear in the

centre of the tire or along the shoulders

could indicate a vehicle that has been 

driven for too long on the wrong

inflation pressure.

An under-inflated tire is likely to

wear excessively along the shoulders

because the air pressure is insufficient 

to hold the weight of the vehicle,

causing the sidewalls to collapse and 

the centre of the tire to lift.

Over-inflation, on the other hand,

will cause the centre of the tire to bulge

out, causing excessive wear right down

the middle of the tire.

Proper inflation pressure helps

optimize distribution of vehicle load,

acceleration, braking, and cornering

forces in the tread. The trick is to optimize

the contact patch of the tire by following

pressure recommendations.

Improper wheel alignment is a

frequent cause of specific tire wear.

Technicians who learn to read the signs

will have a head-start in diagnosing

alignment issues.

Heel/toe tire wear, for example,

happens when one side of the tread

blocks is wearing faster than the other

side circumferentially. When you run 

your hand over the tread blocks, they 

will feel like saw teeth. Heel/toe wear 

typically occurs in a shoulder rib and 

is often caused by excessive positive or

negative toe.

Feather edge tire wear – when the

tread ribs are worn lower and smoother

on one side than on the other – is often

caused by a combination of excessive 

toe and caster.

One-sided shoulder tire wear often 

means the inside or outside shoulder 

rib of the tread is significantly more

worn than the other ribs. It is most

commonly caused by excessive positive

or negative camber.

A tire’s stopping ability and other

performance attributes can change

significantly as it wears – something 

that Michelin North America pointed

out at the recent North American

International Auto Show in Detroit.

Company chairman and president 

www.autoserviceworld.com
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Under-inflation is likely to cause excessive wear along the shoulders of the tire.

Excessive wear in the centre of the tire
or along the shoulders could indicate a
vehicle that has been driven for too long
on the wrong inflation pressure.

Forensics
Tire

Following the clues found in wear patterns can lead to a more 
complete inspection and better vehicle maintenance.

By Allan Janssen
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Scott Clark discussed the safety,

financial, and environmental benefits

of monitoring tire wear, and presenting

a global initiative to improve consumers

awareness about tire performance.

Clark said the current industry

standard is to test performances only for

new tires; however, those attributes

change as tires wear over time, meaning

consumers tend to make purchase

decisions based on factors that become

less and less relevant the more they drive.

Various brands of tires have widely 

varying braking characteristics, partic-

ularly wet braking, when new, he said. 

But Michelin’s internal tests show that

worn tires are even more unequal in

their braking performances.

Michelin conducted internal tests

that compared braking distances

among specific tires in new and worn 

conditions to reveal how safety perfor-

mance changes over time. The ‘worn’ 

tires were buffed to the tread wear

indicator, near the end of the tires

useful life (at 2/32-inch).

The tests showed that some worn

tires deliver wet-braking distances that

are about the same or better than other

new tires.

“This is a new insight for everyone in

our industry, something Michelin

believes that all of us need to start

thinking about,” Clark said. “What we are

referring to as ‘long-lasting performance’

is an issue that involves consumer safety

and environmental impact.”

He pledged that Michelin wants to

champion a long-term discussion about

performance standards for worn tires.

The idea is to increase the useful life

of tires, with obvious benefits to the

environment and reducing the waste 

of some $25 billion around the globe 

due to premature removal and disposal

of tires.

According to independent research

by EY, premature removal of tires

accounts for increased fuel consump-

tion, unnecessary tire purchases, and 

leads to the waste of some 400 million 

tires a year worldwide – a massive

impact on landfills and other end-of-

life disposal networks.

Finding and reading the clues found

in wear patterns is a skill that develops

with time and experience. 

Using them to begin a proper

diagnosis of vehicle conditions is an

essential part of any thorough

inspection.

Learn to follow the clues and find

the culprit causing vehicle issues. 
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Since our beginnings in 1918, we’ve been serving the
evolving needs of auto professionals to accelerate the vehicle
repair process.

We’re looking to the future with total shop solutions to help
you gain efficiency in everything you do — from estimatingom estimating
and vehicle repair to marketing and managing your business.
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Feather edge tire wear is often caused
by a combination of excessive toe and
caster.
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Our customers all want to have the latest

hands-free communications, smart 

phone remote starts, on-board vehicle

diagnostics, navigation, music, and Wi-Fi

apps in their vehicles. But if these tech-

nologies weren’t available when their car

was made, it can sometimes be a

challenge to connect them.

For many vehicles, the solution is to 

install a dongle to the on-board diag-

nostics port, also known as the data

link connector (DLC). This simple (and

increasingly popular) device makes

add-on services and features available 

to vehicles that weren’t originally

equipped with them.

By definition, a dongle is a hardware

device that provides a computer or

network with additional functionality. 

Dongles that have been properly tested

and designed for a specific vehicle work

just fine. Some even come direct from 

the OE manufacturer to give their

customers the features they desire.

But not all of these devices have been

painstakingly tested. Some are designed

to circumvent or defeat base vehicle

operating systems, and many lead to

unintentional side effects. When you’re

diagnosing dead batteries, check-engine

lights, performance issues, and ghost

module communications errors, you

should know that they can sometimes

be traced back to the use of a dongle.

Diagnosing dongle-induced issues

is especially challenging if you don’t

know a dongle has been installed (they

can be remotely mounted) or if the

customer removes it before they bring 

the vehicle in for diagnosis.

How dongles work
All of today’s modern vehicles use at

least one communications network

system that links modules, sensors and

their individual functions together. One

such system, the high-speed data

control area network (CAN), was

mandated on all new vehicles built and

sold since 2008.

The CAN bus includes the power-

train control module (PCM) for sure, 

but it can also include many other

modules such as antilock brakes (ABS)

and airbags (SIR). The CAN bus allows 

for the sharing of vital information and

it simplifies vehicle wiring.

Access to the CAN bus must be

included at the 16 pin OBDII-compliant

DLC. Nine pins, with prescribed

locations and designations, are reserved

for this. The other seven pins in the DLC

can be used for whatever the manufac-

turer wants. These ports may allow 

communications into other proprietary

on-board networks.

Various other networks on the vehicle,

from the Media Oriented Systems

Transport (MOST) network, to the

FlexRay network, to the vast number of

other manufacturer-dedicated local

area networks (LINs) are usually

accessed easily via the DLC.

A dongle needs easy access to a

vehicle’s network (or networks) to add 

functionality… and the DLC is the

perfect spot to attach it.

So just how does the dongle work

with the DLC?

Accessing the CAN network with a 

dongle is surprisingly easy. Without a 

licensing agreement, the manufac-

turers won’t release much (if any)

material on what information is being

transferred on the CAN bus or on other

www.autoserviceworld.com
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The DLC is the access point to diagnosing, communicating, and programming a vehicle,
but it can also add functions. Of the 16 positions, nine are mandated by OBDII rules.

This is an example of a Bluetooth
diagnostic dongle that is linked to cell
phone-based software, for diagnostics
and other features.

False codes and engine 
management issues can  
stem from a small, easily 
installed dongle.

By Jeff Taylor

E



proprietary networks. But that hasn’t stopped the makers of 

aftermarket accessories from reverse engineering these

vehicle communications networks so they can tap into a

market that is predicted to be worth about US$1 billion by 

2020.

When OBDII was being drafted and developed, long before

its implementation in the 1996 model year, there wasn’t much

thought put into securing a vehicle’s network. The DLC was 

designed to have a temporary physical connection (a scan 

tool) for diagnostics and reprogramming. It was not meant 

to provide free and open access directly to the CAN network 

and all the high-speed information that it is sharing. But this 

open access at the DLC isn’t limited just to the CAN, the other

proprietary vehicle networks can be accessed here as well.

The DLC provides a convenient location for the intervention

or manipulation of the data and information on the CAN and

other networks. It’s this convenience that typically allows a

dongle quick and easy access to complete vehicle network

data.

Getting CAN information
The CAN network transmits information in the form of a

‘packet.’ These packets can contain all sorts of different encoded

information from any of the modules on the network. That

includes input data, output data, sensor data, and commands.

The data packets also contain a destination address (indi-

cating the module that the packet was intended for). Every 

module on the CAN network gets the packet but if it is not 

the intended destination, it just ignores the packet and sends

it on its way.

This form of information sharing can be a security concern

because the receiving module (the one the packet was

addressed to) has no way of knowing or confirming if the

source of the information is credible or legitimate. Most

vehicles lack the kind of security that is common on the

Internet, where information must specify both the address 

of the sender and the destination address. A scan tool and a 

dongle take advantage of this open-ended network structure.

A request to start the engine could take advantage of this 

open-endedness. The CAN-networked modules involved in 

making the starter engage don’t have any way of knowing
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This service vehicle had a tracking device installed using a
secondary DLC.



where the command is coming from. 

They just know that a starter activation

request data packet has been sent. The

sender could be anything from a bi-di-

rectional command issued from a scan

tool, to an aftermarket dongle

requesting a remote start, to the factory

programmed BCM activated because 

the owner pushed the starter button.

The lack of a sending address in the 

information packet is a known vulner-

ability of the automotive CAN network.

And this vulnerability is not likely to

be addressed for a couple of reasons.

Firstly, when it was originally

designed, it was believed that there

would always be the need to physically

attach a scanner to the DLC.

Secondly, the small fraction of time

that it takes for a module to verify the

data and decide if it’s from a correct or

valid sender could hamper safety by

marginally delaying a safety feature like

airbag deployment or ABS application.

In most cases, a dongle that is taking

advantage of this open-ended CAN

framework isn’t a concern and gives a 

customer the ability to access features

that their vehicle didn’t originally have.

It can also have other benefits.

Insurance companies can offer

discounts to people who share their

driving habits. Service companies can 

track vehicles in real time. Maintenance

schedules can be planned and modified

30   CARS
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This screen shots shows a number of U-codes – possibly the result of a dongle that
was removed before testing. It should become a habit to ask if the customer is using a
dongle device.
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on the fly. And service advisors can get 

instant on-board diagnostics when a

vehicle experiences an issue.

Some OE manufacturers have

embraced this situation, marketing their

own factory developed and tested

dongles for add-on convenience features.

Ford developed a SmartLink dongle that

allows smartphone connectivity on some

2010-2016 Ford and Lincoln vehicles.

SmartLink will allow remote start, diag-

nostics, increased security, and remote

lock and lock features.

Some dongles will create a Wi-Fi

hotspot in the vehicle, others provide 

hand-held diagnostic info typically

available only with a scan tool. Others 

can perform similarly to OnStar or

provide Bluetooth for a wide range of 

telematics services. There is a host of 

possibilities.

But the ease of installation and the 

intrusive nature of some functions can

be a source of concern.Dead batteries 

are common when the dongle won’t let

a module go to sleep. More worrisome 

are vehicle drivability issues, shift

quality, lack of power steering, false

codes, ghost codes, illuminated dash 

failure lights, and an extensive list of

serious issues. They can all be caused 

by dongles – especially if they haven't 

been thoroughly tested on that partic-

ular vehicle or are of lower quality.

GM has gone so far as to issue a TSB

about dongle-related issues. GM’s #13-08-

116-001B TSB, identifies 18 situations

that a dongle could cause, and warns that

if the dongle is the issue causing the

concern, the customer will be on the

hook for the diagnostics. It won’t be

covered by the vehicle’s warranty.

Diagnostics can be tricky
Today’s diagnostics are challenging, but

if the vehicle has a dongle-related issue

and that dongle has been removed before

the tech attempts to diagnose the vehicle,

the problem won’t be there and can’t be

duplicated, repeated… or fixed.

Multiple module communications

issues or U codes can sometimes be

caused by a dongle – even one that has

been thoroughly vetted. So more

questions may need to be asked of the 

customer if you encounter these situ-

ations or unplug something from the

DLC just to install a scan tool.

A visual inspection of the DLC and 

the area around it is important; dongles

can be remotely mounted by using a

secondary DLC or the customer may 

be unaware such a device is installed 

because they aren’t the original owner.

Asking the customer if they’re using

a tracking device or if they have added 

anything new or plugged a device into 

the vehicles DLC, should now be part 

of your regular questioning whenever

a customer comes in. 

www.autoserviceworld.com
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Jeff Taylor is lead tech
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Dundas, Ont.

This dongle provided Wi-Fi and is attached to the DLC.
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Passenger tire
Hankook Tire will expand its

passenger tire segment in June

with the release of an all-new,

state-of-the-art Kinergy ST

(H735), a standard touring all-season tire

designed for long tread life and smooth

handling. It features a Dual-Filler system

that ensures low rolling resistance for

improved tread life and offers well-bal-

anced dry and wet handling perfor-

mance. It also provides an optimized

tread block stiffness that enhances dura-

bility and tread uniformity. A rigid center

rib offers excellent grip for outstanding

dry handling and braking performance.

Circumferential four-channel wide

grooves provide maximum water evac-

uation for better wet traction, and an

optimized sipe design improves riding

comfort and reduces road and pass-by

noise.

www.hankooktire.ca

Monoblock 
wheels
Forgeline Motorsports

has launched its newest

one-piece monoblock design wheel, the

DR1. It is said to be truly directional,

with separate left and right versions so

they look the same on each side of the

car. Forgeline’s monoblock wheels are

created from a single 6061-T6 aluminum

forging for exceptional strength while

retaining its light weight. The directional

I-beam spokes extend all the way into

the centre cap so that the DR1 has the

look of a centrelock wheel. It is available

in 18-, 19-, 20- and 21-inch diameters

www.forgeline.com

Suspension kit
A new master

suspension kit from

Mueller-Kueps can

help you remove all components of the

wheel knuckle, from the wheel bearing

assembly, to the drive shaft push out, and

even lower ball joint/suspension arm

removal. The kit includes an XL slide

hammer which provides up to 11 tons of

force. A drop forged flange which ensures

maximum rigidity when you are pushing

out the drive shaft. It also features the

twin cone set with a “Vibro-Impact”

spindle to make a wheel bearing assembly

solid enough to remove extremely stuck

bearings.

www.mueller-kueps.com

TireTech data Solution
Motor Information Systems says it has

strengthened its automotive data

offering with the launch of Motor

TireTech, a new data solution delivering

complete, accurate and up-to- date

OEM tire specifications for North

American passenger cars, light duty

trucks and vans. It offers more than

94,000 data points for model years 1982

to present, as well as an additional

21,000-plus data points dating back as

far as 1942. These data points support

over 2,400 unique OEM tire size, load

index and speed rating combinations.

www.motor.com

TPMS sensors
C o n t i n e n t a l

Commercial Vehicles

& Aftermarket says

its innovative, VDO Redi-Sensor Multi-

Application TPMS sensor program can

now replace over 279 OE TPMS sensors.

Only five Redi-Sensor sensor assemblies

are needed to directly replace the OE

sensors in a very wide range of domestic,

Asian, and European cars, trucks, SUVs,

crossovers and vans from 2002 to 2017.

Redi-Sensor is ready to use right out of

the box and works with all major TPMS

scan tools.

www.redi-sensor.com

Wheel cleaner
Meguiar’s has introduced

Ultimate All Wheel Cleaner, a

brand new wheel cleaner that

offers deep cleaning while still

being gentle enough to be used

on any wheel finish or type.

According to Meguiar’s, it has an active

gel formula that clings to wheels and

stays wetter longer providing better

cleaning action than traditional foaming

wheel cleaners. The advanced chemistry

loosens dirt, grime and brake dust

allowing for little to no agitation.

www.meguiars.com

Tire changers

Rotary has introduced a broad line of 

professional tire changers to meet any 

automotive repair shop’s needs. The

line includes lever-less, tilt-back and

swing-arm models, all offering cutting-

edge technology and rugged durability.

The line includes the Rotary R1150

lever-less unit featuring Rotary’s

patented Auto-Touch Function, the

R145 tilt-back unit, the R145D Tilt-back

VSC with Fast Inflation, the R146

Swingarm Pro for high-volume facili-

ties, and the R1401 Swingarm Shop

with its entry-level price.

www.rotarywheelservice.com

www.autoserviceworld.com
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Tire changers
Hofmann says repair shops will be able to increase their tire changing

business with an innovative new tire changing system designed

for small shops, large shops and multiple shops alike. The

Hofmann monty tire changing system is specifically designed

to increase productivity and improve performance. It includes

the Hofmann monty 1625, designed for high-volume tire shops,

multi-bay repair shops and car dealerships, the monty 1625

swing-arm tire changer, the Hofmann monty 3300 tilt-tower

tire changer, and the Hofmann monty 3550 two-speed tire

changer with patented EasyMont Pro Pneumatic Bead Assist.

www.hofmann-usa.com
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Spool filter gaskets
CRP Automotive offers a special series

of Ajusa gaskets for VTEC/Spool filter 

applications on Acura and Honda

vehicles. These gaskets have been

specially designed to deal with clogged

screens in the oil housing gasket, which

prevent the VTEC mechanism from

working properly. The current program

consists of 13 SKUs, six of which are

first to market.

www.crpautomotive.com

Tire POS 
system
Business Centre

point of sale

(POS) software

from Tire Guru Software and websites 

has been Integrated with Epicor

Integrated Service Estimator (ISE)

Solution. The system is designed to

help tire dealers boost mechanical

repair revenue through streamlined

estimating and parts sourcing. Epicor’s

ISE Solution is a web-based system that

provides highly automated, mechan-

ical repair estimating and parts

sourcing capabilities.

www.epicor.com

Disc brake pads
Akebono has released 31 new part

numbers, significantly expanding

vehicle coverage of its Pro-ACT,

Performance and EURO Ultra-Premium

Ceramic Disc Brake Pad lines. The part

introductions add coverage to 22 late 

model vehicles from Audi, Mazda,

Mercedes-Benz, and Volkswagen. A

complete listing of Akebono applica-

tions can be found in the company’s

web-catalogue.

www.akebonobrakes.com.

Bushing adapter kits
OTC has introduced new bushing

adapter kits for Hendrickson front and

rear suspensions in heavy duty appli-

cations. The OTC 4250 Front

Suspension Bushing Adapter Kit and

4254 Rear Suspension Bushing Adapter

Kit eliminate the need to purchase a

separate tool to service these front

suspension systems.

www.OTCTools.com

Engine management 
Bosch has announced the addition of 

nine new engine management compo-

nents, providing late-model domestic 

and European coverage for 15.5 million

vehicles in operation. The new SKU

numbers, available now, include two 

ignition coils, four Canister Purge

Valves, two Leak Detection Pumps and

one Self-Diagnosis Module. The new

SKUs offer coverage for vehicles

including Ford, Audi, Porsche,

Volkswagen, Chevrolet, and BMW.

www.boschautoparts.ca

www.autoserviceworld.com
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Sleeving master kit
DEI has introduced the Easy Loom Split Line Sleeving

Master Kit, with everything needed to add protective

split line sleeving for an entire vehicle. Ideal for

wrapping wiring harnesses for an EFI conversion,

DEI’s Easy Loom Split Line Sleeve Master Kit offers a 

solution to protect exposed wires, hoses and cables

from heat and the elements. This can be especially

important for high performance modified vehicles exposed to

swings in temperature.

www.DesignEngineering.com

Coolant expansion tanks
New Rein Automotive coolant expansion tanks are now 

available for a wide variety of European applications from

CRP Automotive. The coolant expansion tanks are designed

to deliver reliable performance through thousands of heat

cycles. The tanks feature 100% virgin plastic with no

regrind. This prevents the tank from cracking and leaking

prematurely, keeping the engine from overheating due to loss of coolant and

ensuring the tank’s long life in the cooling system.

www.reinautomotive.com

Rotors and calipers
Raybestos has increased coverage of its

premium quality Rust Prevention

Technology (RPT) rotor and caliper

product lines with the recent addition of 

67 rotor part numbers and 72 caliper part

numbers. Raybestos RPT coated rotors and plated calipers provide all-weather

protection against the elements, including snow, salt and rain, inhibiting corrosion

and rust.

www.raybestos.com
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Project light 
Snap-on says its new “Hockey II” ECPRA072 

700-lumen lights are ideal for jobs

in and around confined spaces.

Commonly referred to as the

“Hockey II” light due to its similarity in size and shape to a 

hockey puck, this light is the second generation, following 

its predecessor, the ECFHKY. The unique ECPRA072 is made

of aircraft-grade aluminum alloy and utilizes USB-C for

recharging. When fully charged, the Hockey II lasts up to six 

hours on its lowest setting and two hours on high.

www.snapon.com.

Sport suspension
Rancho has unveiled a new 2-inch

performance suspension system for

the 2018 Jeep Wrangler JL 3.6L V6.

Engineered specifically for this Jeep, 

the new Rancho system (p/n

RS66122BR5) adds off-road performance without compro-

mise. The new system also introduces brand-new RS5000X 

shocks with innovative Dynamic Rebound Spring (DRS)

technology to the off-road market. The system includes

exclusive Rancho, highly detailed, full-colour, step-by-step 

installation guides.

www.GoRancho.com

e-Tech modules
MOTOR Information Systems has 

released five new modules for its

information platform, e-Tech.

These new modules will allow

users to access information on a

wide variety of parts and proce-

dures. Each new module provides users

with the ability to access a wealth of information geared

toward a specific data set: Specifications and Maintenance, 

Parts and Labour, Interior Panel, Airbag and General Repair 

Procedures.

www.motor.com.

Quick-Strut expansion
Tenneco is continuing its aggressive expansion of 

the Monroe Quick-Strut strut assembly product 

offering with 54 new Quick-Strut part numbers, 

covering more than 3.8 million vehicles registered

in the U.S. and Canada. The expansion covers

numerous models from Dodge, Ford, Hyundai,

Infiniti, Kia, Mitsubishi, Suzuki, and Toyota.

Tenneco has also introduced 10 additional Monroe

OESpectrum strut part numbers, covering a

combined total of more than 1.8 million vehicles.

www.monroe.com
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Tool storage
Snap-on KMP1163 Masters Series 72”

Roll Cabs are now available with a

SpeeDrawer for organizing loose

fasteners, parts and tools. It features unique-to-

the-market, built-in, colour-matching dividers that can be 

arranged to fit individual needs in a roomy 2” tall drawer.

Units also come with a dedicated PowerDrawer that has a 

staggered, five-outlet, two USB port strip to charge power

tool batteries and personal electronics.

www.snapon.com

Exhaust system
DynoMax Performance Exhaust has

announced a new Jeep Wrangler JL

performance exhaust system – engi-

neered and constructed to install with 

ease and provide performance benefits. The DynoMax JL

performance exhaust system (p/n 39536) fits 4-door 2018

Jeep Wrangler JL 3.6L V6s. At the center of the system is a 

DynoMax Super Turbo muffler – engineered to provide a

mild, true performance sound with minimal resonation.

Inside the muffler are spun-locked heads and flow-director 

technology, helping to maximize exhaust flow.

www.DynoMax.com

Axle jack
Mahle Service Solutions has introduced the ShopPRO 

CAJ-25, a 25-ton commercial vehicle axle jack that it

describes as one of the most reliable and long-lasting 

jacks of its type available on the market. The CAJ-25 has

a compact field-ready design and low starting height 

of 8”, with a long handle design for hard-to-engage

vehicles and large rubber wheels for easy movement.

The ShopPRO product line includes 12 family product

categories: air lifts, axle jacks, component lifts, engine

stands, fluid handling, forklift jacks, service jacks, shop cranes,

shop presses, support stands, vehicle lifts and wheel service 

equipment.

www.servicesolutions.mahle.com

Filter catalogue
Purolator has released its 2018

Automotive Filter Catalogue, designed

for automotive technicians, counter

professionals, and DIYers to quickly and

easily look up filter options by vehicle

year, make, and model. The 848-page

catalogue features 20 years of coverage 

through to the newest 2018 applications.

It also has details on 82 new 2018 applications. New part

numbers include 47 air, 19 cabin air, and 15 oil filters, as well 

as a new fuel filter. 

www.pureoil.com
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Multi-probe
The new EECT900

Multi-Probe Ultra

from Snap-on

features both a

circuit tester and

digital multi-

meter in one convenient handheld

device to test AC and DC voltage,

resistance, and amperage. The large,

rear-facing LCD navigation screen on 

the Multi-Probe is easy to read, even

in tight spaces, with a colour-coded

menu. Data is displayed by unique

colour for easy recall of the mode in

use. Single-function buttons speed

scrolling up and down, muting, turning

the light on and off and powering a

circuit. An AC meter displays peak-to-

peak, pulse width, duty cycle, frequency

and TRMS simultaneously to keep

techs in the know about the job at

hand.

www.snapon.com

Navigation improvements
Mitchell 1 has recently made several 

enhancements to its ProDemand auto

repair information software that will

save technicians time and help them 

increase productivity. The latest

updates build upon the new 1Search 

Plus interface in ProDemand with addi-

tional features to help speed up the

search process, increase accuracy and 

engage with customers. In the Quick

Links bar, users will find links to TPMS

information, component tests, multi-

media, and a consumer-friendly main-

tenance checklist.

www.mitchell1.com

Knuckle assembly
Moog has increased availability of

applications for its complete knuckle

assembly. The expanded range now

offers 24 parts for 27 applications,

including coverage for Ford, Mercury

Mazda, Toyota, and Lexus. Federal-

Mogul Motorparts says its Moog premi-

um-quality complete knuckle assem-

blies dramatically simplify bearing

replacement and save time on many 

popular late-model passenger vehicle

applications. They include all the

premium components pre-assembled

for a complete repair.

www.MoogParts.com
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pot threateningly. “Refills?” Everyone cringed and hid their 

mugs.

“So who’s first?”

Rusty Knuckles from Shifty Transmissions snorted. “Here’s

a good one. Had a ’07 Chrysler Sebring with the brake light 

on and a soft pedal. Pads were worn, so we replaced the pads

and rotors all ’round and then flushed the brake fluid. But 

the pedal still went almost to the floor. Tried bleeding with 

the scan tool, replaced the master cylinder twice, tried a used

ABS unit, went out and did some ABS stops on a dirt road. 

Even blocked off the lines at all four wheels. Same thing.”

“Wow,” said Dieter from Dieter’s Imports. “Sounds like you 

tried everything!”

“Yup. Turns out it had a bad brake booster.”

“No way!” protested Spoke. “A bad booster can’t make the 

pedal sink!”

Rusty shrugged. “I didn’t think so either, but a tech online 

said it happened to him, so I replaced it and it worked. Still

don’t know why.”

Jimmy ‘Oil Pan’ Simmons waved his hand. “Gotta watch

them new Caravans too. You’ve got a sinking brake pedal and

think it’s a master cylinder, when the real problem is the rear

calipers. The pistons screw in and out to adjust, and if you 

don’t get them set properly when you replace pads, they stay 

too far away from the pad and give that sinking pedal feel.”

“Speaking of calipers,” said Dieter, “I’ve learned it’s important

to crack the bleeders before you push the pistons back into 

place. Otherwise you’ll force contaminated brake fluid up

into the ABS unit.”

Re-man Riley, machinist at Block Busters Engine Rebuilders,

finally spoke up. “I put front pads on my boss’s newer Ford 

pickup once. The inner and outer pads look the same, but 

they ain’t. The pads with the little pins goes outside and the 

smooth ones goes against the caliper piston. Wore out a set

prematurely before I figured that one out.”

Finally I gave Beanie the nod; it was time to wrap things 

up. “Hey guys,” he said, “this has been great. Why don’t we 

take it up a notch for next month?”

He had me worried. “What do you have in mind?”

He smiled at the group. “How about we share our monthly

productivity numbers for the whole group to hear and discuss?”

After the dust cleared, Beanie finally spoke. “Sheesh, I’ve 

never seen a room empty so quickly.”

I chuckled. “Don’t worry; call them up tomorrow and tell

them you were only joking. We’ll order in doughnuts from 

Timmy’s and talk about water pumps instead.” 

®
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I swiveled slowly in my office chair, studying a spider web in 

a corner of the ceiling. Across from me, Beanie gave an

animated rundown of the shop management seminar I’d sent

him to. While I was glad to see his interest, I wasn’t paying 

too much attention; I’d heard it all before.

Suddenly I realized he’d stopped talking. In fact, he was

beaming at me with a proud look on his face.

“Uh, sorry, Bean, what was that last part again?” I swirled 

my coffee mug and took a swallow.

“I signed us up!” he declared proudly. “The 10% conference 

discount saved us $500!”

Fortunately he was wearing coveralls. “Gee,” said Beanie 

as he wiped coffee spray off his glasses. “I thought you’d

appreciate my initiative. Aren’t you training me in the manage-

ment side of things?”

“Initiative is one thing, but signing up for a 20 Group is

another.” I threw up my hands. “I don’t think it’s a good fit for 

our shop.” 20 Groups are a collection of business owners who

get together at regular intervals, usually in a neutral city, to 

work on making their shops more productive. 

“What doesn’t fit?”

“We live in a remote, mountainous area, in a town of only 

10,000 people, and there’s a ton of shops here already. How 

large do you think our clientele list can really grow?”

“Hmm, I didn’t think of that.”

I sighed. “This is a close-knit community, Bean. Everybody 

talks to everybody, even when they have nothing to say.

Applying aggressive sales techniques to improve our bottom 

line might send the wrong signal.”

Beanie slumped back in his chair. “So not all big solutions 

can work in a local setting?”

“Something like that. Besides, in a 20 Group, you submit 

your productivity numbers so the moderator can shred them

apart in front of everyone. Call me old-fashioned, but I’m not 

ready for that.”

Beanie frowned. “Okay… but there must be something we 

can do to ramp things up a bit.”

“Absolutely, and we’re already doing it! Hiring Samantha 

was a great move. She really connects with our customers at 

the front counter.”

Beanie nodded. “Yeah. And those mail-out programs are

working well. Plus, our customers love the new Facebook page.”

“Exactly,” I said. “When people look for a mechanic they 

can trust, good referrals through social media are key.” I

paused. “But there is something we could do…”

“What?”

“Well, improving our technical ability never hurts.”

Beanie bristled. “Hey, we’re pretty good at what we do!”

“Yes, but we can always be better. A reputation for excellence

goes a long way.”

So instead of a 20 Group, I had Beanie set up a “Five Group.”

With a few phone calls and the offer of free food, we convinced

four other shop owners to meet and swap stories about

interesting repair issues.

Our first meeting was on the topic of brakes. “Thanks for 

coming, guys. I hope this session is helpful and will convince 

you that we should do it more often.”

Spoke Lee from The Alignment Shop raised his hand. “If 

we do, I’d suggest a different venue. These pastries are hard 

as a rock.” A low rumble of complaints backed him up.

“Hey, I heard that!” Rolph, the diner’s owner had snuck up 

with his battered coffee pot. “Show a little respect! I sweat 

blood making them pastries last week.” He raised the coffee 
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Group
Therapy

Nothing clears a room of shop 
owners faster than threatening to 

make them share numbers!

By Rick Cogbill
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*FRAM Fresh Breeze® removes up to 98% of dirt, 
dust and allergens1, the only cabin air filter that 
uses the natural deodorizing qualities of Arm & 
Hammer ® approved baking soda.

*FRAM ExtraGuard Air filter lets through 
2x less dirt2 than the average  of leading 
brands.

1 Road dust and pollen particles ranging in size from 5-100 microns.
2 Vs. average of leading standard retail brands. Based on FRAM Group 
testing of air filter efficiency of models CA4309, 8755A, 8039, 326           
and 6479, and their standard retail brand equivalents, under ISO5011.
The Arm & Hammer logo is a registered trademark of Church & Dwight Co. 
and is used under license.

Vehicle Maintenance Done Right.
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